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It's time to pay for it! I was lucky to pass cissp temporarily this week and even more so that on my first experience with allowed me to leave after 100 Questions. This is certainly not an easy exam and one that will not pass with minimal effort. Like everything in life, you will get what you put in it and the same applies to
this certification. It was a long journey and one that obviously paid off when I was presented with the paper at the exam centre that it was called Congratulations! Much of my success with the CISSP exam was feedback from others sharing what they had done and didn't work for them. The community that has been built
with those who work through their CISSP certification and those who have passed and continue their journey is extremely impressive. We hope that my success story will help others navigate their success. My experience during the exam was probably close to what I expected. It was difficult, but it didn't feel extreme or
as difficult as what others have said in the feedback. I started my journey with the same expectations I have with all the other certificates, but since I started doing my Due Diligence , I quickly realized that it would take much more effort than I put in for other certificates. My main source of information, learning from
others, was reddit ( . This site will set your expectations early and I am happy to have found this resource as it really allowed me to best prepare. I found that the content of the exam was very well balanced between Domains and did not feel that at any time there was nothing completely beyond the goal of the material I
was studying. There was a fair balance between technical issues on the exam and those who really tested their ability at the management level to make the right decision. As you've probably heard from your research resources, security management is the ability to understand the risk and reduce it where possible.... only
if it makes sense. As Kelly Handerhan mentions in one of her videos, you won't spend $50 to protect a $20 bill. The balance between the technical and management aspect of the exam requires the need to familiarize yourself with the material in depth, including a mindset that shows that you can make well-informed
decisions in the enterprise. This also requires experience from time to time. Do not let this discourage you however, I am it is certification that forces you to roll up your sleeves and is not impossible in any way. Make sure you understand all the materials and use the resources I have to provide you with the knowledge
needed to succeed. I've won more of this exam than I have with any other certificate, and I've won a lot over the years. Initially, I tried to make this trip earlier in the year, but work commitments and family commitments made it difficult for him. Once from a vacation in June, I rolled up my sleeves and gave everything to
the exam. My availability for daytime learning limited, but I continued to follow and kept my schedule. Working full-time and with a family, including 2 children (4 and 1 year) and another that soon made this trip a little more challenging. I am a great believer in work-life balance and, moreover, that I spend time with my
family. After work during the week, I always spend time with the family, as well as weekends. This left me with a window to study every night between 9-12 and the first thing in the morning, when everyone was resting. Apart from some weekends off, commute to work and Orlando City Soccer matches , I was
consistent with keeping my head down in those times. I initially planned to take the exam in the middle to the end of September, but there weren't many options, so my exam date landed on October 15. It actually helped me as it gave me a few more weeks to need again and add some last knowledge. It all took me a
little less than four months to complete this journey. To be best prepared for the CISSP exam, you will need more than 1 or 2 learning resources. Part of my success is because of the many research resources I used as part of my plan. There is a huge amount of materials to study that are available and to use them all is
unrealistic, so strategically with what you use will be crucial. Here is an exhaustive list of all the resources I used as part of my research. To give an idea of what I've been focusing on most of my time, I invoke... Heavily used, moderately used or less used: (ISC)2 CISSP CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL 8E: Less usedCISSP
Official (ISC)2 Practice tests, 2e: Average 1 hour CISSP: Guide 3rd Edition: Heavily UsedShon Harris CISSP Exams, Fifth Edition 5th Edition: Less UsedBO CISSN Exam Practices: Heavily UsedMike Chappell CISSP Cert Training Training: Less Used Cermiceto CISSP : Moderately UsedSunflower CISSP Notes: Less
UsedSkele Handerhan Cybrary CISSP Course: Moderately UsedSelf-Made Cybrary CISSP Course Notes: Heavily UsediOS CISSP Pocket Prep: Heavily UsedEdit CISSP Forum: Heavily Used Kely Handerhan Why You'll Pass the CIS: Heavily Usedlarry Greenblatt - CISSP 2018 Exam Tips: Heavily UsedSelf-Made
Acronym Notes on iPhone: Heavily UsedYouTube & google: Moderately UsedSerious You Know What I Used, to complete my research I will provide a high level of review of my training plan lasting 15 weeks. I often struggled to retain information just by reading, so it was critical, I was able to find multiple options to help
with the retention of knowledge. To help, I used several methods, including reading, video and questions. Below is a breakdown of my schedule:***Reference on the Reddit forum each 1~3: (ISC)2 ISC)2 Official Training Guide and Chapter ExamsWeek 4: Official (ISC)2 Practical Tests: Questions for All ChaptersSpace 5:
Eleventh Hour, Official (ISC)2 Practical Tests: Practice 1Week 6: CISSP Cert Cert Prep Prep 2 Exercise exam: Practice exam 2Weeks 7: Shon Harris CISSP Exams, Boson 1 Workout Exam, Official (ISC)2 Practical Exam: Practical Exam 3, YouTube &amp;amp; 8: 8: YouTube &amp; amp; 2, YouTube &amp;, Cybrary
Course, CertMike CISSP Last Minute ReviewWitness 9: Eleventh Hour, YouTube &amp;amp; Google, Boson Practice Exam 3, Official (ISC)2 Practice Tests: 4Week 10: Boson Practice Exam 4 &amp;amp; 5, YouTube &amp;amp; Google, Cybrary Notes, CertMike CISSP Last Minute Review, iOS Pocket Scroll 11:
Retake Official (ISC)2 Practical Tests: Practice Exam 1, YouTube &amp;. Google&amp;quot;, Cybrary Notes, CertMike CISSP Latest Protocol Review, iOS Pocket PrepWeek 12: Retake Official (ISC)2 Practical Tests: Practice Exam 2, YouTube &amp;, Cybrary Notes, CertMike CISSP last minute review, iOS Pocket
rewind 13 : Exam schedule, re-taking official (ISC)2 practical tests: practice exam 3 &amp;amp; 4, YouTube &amp; google, Cybrary Notes, CertMike CISSP last minute review, iOS Pocket Preview 14: Cybrary Course + Boson chapter questions after each domain, YouTube &amp;, Google, iOS Pocket Prep, Self-Made
AcidinvetsWeek 15: Eleventh Hour, Boson Test 1-5, YouTube &amp; Cybrary Notes, CertMike CISSP Last Minute Review, iOS Pocket Prep, Self-Made Acronym Notes, Kelly Handerhan Why It Will Pass, Larry Greenblatt Exam Tips, Exam for Both Official (ISC)2 Practice Tests and Boson Exams, I made notes from all
the incorrect review answers afterwards. It allowed me to focus and learn what I answered wrong and why. I was 90% of the exams that lead in the last week of training. There were a lot of materials covered as part of my plan. Everyone learns differently, so it's crucial to tailor your plan to what works best for you. You put
in your time and effort, and you're going to pass this exam, I trust you! It's time to finish the approval process and think about what's next... GOOD LUCK, EVERYBODY! Follow Updated 2020/10/13Here's list of posts (some of them mine) with a survey guide. Certificates and government 8570.1 CoverageOn a roadmap
for certification of comptia (also includes non-CompTIA certs) Security Progression Certification Diagram 2020 v7 - v 6.2 - v 6.1. - original publication, possibly with UPDATES NSA Certification Roadmap (ISC) ² Certification Comparison: CISSP, SSCP, CCSP, CSSLP, CAP and HCISPPLinks to salary informationFor
career questions, try r/SecurityCareerAdvice.CISSP Program and Research Resources, 16-WeeksCISSP Source Documents, US-Center ResourcesCISSP Source Documents, US Privacy LawsCISSP Source Documents, US LawsCISSP Source Documents, US LawsFor Additional Research Tips, Subsales Search for
How I I Type Reviews. CISSP CPE graph categorizationsList of workshops from Thor podcasts. Another podcast recommendation thread. Wait for cycle start dateIf you receive an associated ISC2, this is what happens after. Here are some tips for auditing the EES. Page 22 comments Hello my tech brothers. I've
reached a point in my career where I want to take Up. I decided that my passion for security, technical education and experience (about 20 years) was great for a PROGRAM. I have Security+ and regularly design and expand solutions for network and network security clients. Here's the problem. I have never had an
employer who can pay or wants to pay to prepare the certification. For many years I was alone and managed to self-teach for A+, Network+, Server + and a handful of Microsoft Server certificates and pass these exams at my expense. However, even though employers don't want to pay for the cost of preparation, they all
want you to have them. So, CISSP is quite a fixed-term exam to prepare for. I'm sure my experience will meet at least some, if not all, of their requirements, but the cost of preparing for the exam is about $3,000. Not to mention that I have to use my rest time to go to class (it was not well received at home). Has anyone
been lucky in preparing for this exam using books or other self-prepared methods that are worth thousands and would not make me get a divorce (even more expensive)? They 100% agree with Elli. Take a prepared book, read the materials on the WEBSITE ISC^2 and go to the exam. I agree with Elli - unless someone
else pays for it, these courses don't really help much. It's quite funny that I just received an email today from Netwrix with a link that Elli just shared (as I recently signed up for some of them). A lot of the preparation is really no different than how you would prepare for another exam - review the information, review it again,
then repeat it again - some people may read a book then take the test, some people need someone in front of them and go through death from PowerPoint, and some need direct hands for an approach - while others need a combination of them (like me). Udemy has resources to prepare CISSP, and Haley for Skillsoft
has opportunities. Best of luck for you! I think I'll do it in the near future, but in my case I'm lucky enough to have someone else pay for it, at least that's ;) You need to check Udemy. I'm taking a SSN course right now. I'm currently training for my CISSP, as well as... your current experience will most likely be enough to
train independently ... A lot of topics you may already know... It's a big hull. or MSP/consultant is the way to go if you want to be reimbursed. Besides, you're definitely putting them to use. The naturets they use to train me. They have a 7-day trial period, you can take all the CISSP classes they offer. Really, just a few ers
that require you to ask yourself. Cisco doesn't make you choke on class, and it's a network infrastructure certification standard. PMP - No technical technology, but it's the next level if you want to manage major projects with multiple Citrix XenDesktop or XenAPP – For some strange reason, this requires 4K to 5K grade
and exam. You don't have to take the classes before you go to class, but you're have for your class pay and schedule after conducting the exam within a certain period of time. Ushers ITprotv their courses are very good and will be cheaper than a normal external courseWhen I said I was on bootcamp style and for a
week of 14 hours days death from the syllable moment I have companies money worth and passed. I'm in the same boat and I found the he has very good information, mostly from people who have recently passed. I started watching the free CISSP training video from CybraryPeople's Keely Handerhan also recommend
Boson tests to get used to the types of questions in the self-participation exam is completely achievable. There are many free or inexpensive resources to prepare the CISSP certificate. The exam is, as they say a mile wide and an inch deep, so it's not very technical. He deals with processes and documentation and
blah... A friend of mine studied for 2 months and 90% of his study was a large CISSP training guide. He passed, first attempt. He said it was hard. +1 for Cibrie. I'm studying it now. You can't go wrong with the all-in-one CISP book of the great Sean Harris. This and thorough viewing of the CBT Nuggets course and you
have a good chance of passing. Hey, Chris! I hope I can still help – Since you mentioned that price is a learning problem, we offer some affordable self-help resources that can be useful. This includes numerous textbook/learning guide options and tools such as interactive flash cards: free to connect if you have other
questions about the process or how best to prepare! I just passed; the first attempt. The resources I used are: - linkedin video class: not in depth; I wouldn't recommend it now, along with other options. Sad, as prepared by the author of the official Sybex CISSP package of ISC2 - Sybex 'isc2 official' tests - Shon Harris'
textbook /ebook/tests: excellent - pleasant enough for those with enough time (1300 pages); from 2016, so I'm not sure how many brand new things are missing - ITDojo questions - the most I like exam. I tend to hate the man on the way to his question styles compared to other sources. After the exam, you should know
that if a question seems fascinating and ridiculous, expect that from the actual exam. It's really crazy. - Video class Cybrary - Very good material coating, well, enough to do well. Kelly is fun to follow; I appreciate the face. - MF Prod channel on Youtube: the best material - very detailed and considered, but still missing the
last two domains I discussed the day before if we need to rearrange it for $ 50USD. I'm glad I didn't. But it's a really tough exam. Only a handful of questions were about technology - that is, what does this port do, what is the technology. Most of them required good analysis. Good luck, everybody! EDIT: Oh yes, I also
listened through the audiobook Phil Martin of Audible Tycoon. Audible. February 22, 2019 at 5:31 PM UTC
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